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ABSTRACT

The actiVIty of certain enzymes (under the same conditions
previously used for evaluating the inductive effect a lag period of 48 hrs.)
was determined in order to figures out the mechanism of such effects.
The percent of increase or decrease of the enzymes activities were
detennined either when a single application of agrochemicals was
conducted or when mites were pre-exposed to inducers. In case of single
application of tested agrochemicals, the data reflected that, with few
exceptions, a general trend of inductive was noticed but with different
ratios. Moreover. this inductive effect seemed to be non specific. In other
words. no single compound caused the same level of induction on all
tested enzymes. In term of figures, The highest recorded percentage of
increase were; 83.7 . 78.0. 89.4, 76.7, 80.0 and 350 corresponding to
fenpyroximate, feric. boron, zinc, manganese and zinc on AChE, acid
phosphatase, alkaline phosphatase, GOT, GPT and non specific esterase,
respectively.

In case of testing the effect on enzymes prepared from mites pre
exposed to inducers the results showed a genera] positive and unique
trend of tested micronutrients for elevating the activity of all the tested
enzymes but varied in their magnitude. Moreover, the data reflected that
all tested herbicides could be considered, in general. moderate inducers
since they increased moderately the activity of all bioassay enzymes. The
only exception was their efTects on the activity of alkaline phosphatases.
which fluctuated between inhibitors to activators. Data clearly indicated
that there is no apparent correlation between the observed acaricidal
activity and the recorded elevation ofenzymes activities.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that. there is large number of foreign compounds
which have shown to increase the activities of some enzyme systems that
catalyzed the metabolism of xenobiotics in various animal species




























































